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Evolving Parenthood 
 

 

I have found the best way to give advice to your children  

is to find out what they want and then advise them to do it.   
 

 Harry S. Truman 
 

If you’re a parent of a teen you may have noticed that your relationship with him 
or her is changing. There are a number of triggers that may take you back in time 
and feeling a bit melancholy about days gone by. Maybe it’s a glance at his 
kindergarten photo or watching a young parent interacting with his or her own 
toddler. You look at your teen and feel he is someone you don’t know nearly as 
intimately as you did when he was a young child.  And you’re facing parenting 
issues that now feel uncomfortable. You no longer know who all his friends are, 
how and where they are spending their free time, and you really don’t know 
what’s going on in his life anymore. You’re wondering7 who is this person living 
under my roof?  
 
Welcome to evolving parenthood. Just as our teens are evolving into their 
adolescent years and young adulthood, so must we as parents evolve. No longer 
can you micromanage their every move by choosing their friends, their clothes, 
or activities, let alone what they should think. No, these are the years that 
parents must increasingly allow their teen to take more control of their own life in 
order for them to develop esteem, become responsible for themselves and 
experience the laws of natural consequences.  
 
And so how do you begin? Well, for starters, you’ll want to start listening more 
to your teen rather than hearing yourself talk at them. This one shift in your 
behavior can make the world of difference in allowing your teen to express his 
thoughts with you and with others. Imagine how respected he will feel as you 
listen to his thoughts and opinions.   
 
Once you’ve proven that you want to actually hear his thoughts, don’t be 
surprised when he starts opening up a bit more with you. Continue asking 
curious questions and listening to what he’s sharing with you. Accommodate to 
his time of day (or night) when he wants to open up. For many teens, it’s late at 
night when they’re winding down from a busy day.  
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Next, as an evolving parent, it’s important to get in touch and separate what 
your concerns are from what your teen’s actual concerns are. Personally, I 
am anxious as my own high school junior is entering what everyone describes as 
the toughest year. Some pressures put upon our teens include taking on more 
challenging classes, studying for SATs, ACT, SAT2s, volunteering, extra-
curricular activities, and possibly part-time work. Besides that, and quite 
naturally, your teen will have a need and desire to spend time with friends to 
identify with. These are the people whom they feel connected because they are 
going through the same things. So stand in their shoes and imagine all those 
stresses! And I guarantee when a parent adds his or her own created stresses 
into the mix, it makes for very tense and anxious times.  
 
So what’s a parent to do?  
 
~ Figure out where your own stresses are coming from.  

•••• Are you pushing your own agenda that your teen is resisting?  

•••• Are you confused with school requirements and schedules that need to be 
met? (i.e., college application preparation) 

•••• Do you feel guilt or fear for not having more time & knowledge how to 
guide your child? 

  
Wherever your stresses originate, investigate and address them and stop 
passing them on to your child. The more you discern your own “stuff”, the better 
able you are to stop, pause and listen to how you can genuinely support their 
needs and concerns.  
 
~ Listen respectfully to what your teen’s goals are.  

•••• Are your teen’s goals his? (Whether they be now or in the future?)  

•••• Or are they yours? Or both?  

•••• Are you sensing he’s feeling insecure or frustrated with talk of future 
plans?  

 
Make the time to find out what he wants or hopes for. Granted, some teens may 
not really know. This is where your guidance and understanding comes in. Ask if 
you can share your thoughts and ideas. Work at coming to agreement and know 
you’re both working towards the same goals7 his.  
 
~ Let go of the need to take full control. Find & welcome other support sources.  
Maybe you’re assuming you know how to guide your teen through personal or 
academic challenges. But for some reason he’s reaching out to someone else. 
No matter how many times I prompted my daughter to follow up on pre-college 
application matters, it fell on deaf ears. But once she connected with her 
guidance counselor, I noticed she started taking the necessary steps. I’m 
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thankful for her counselor. Don’t let your own ego get in your teen’s way. 
Welcome other support sources and be grateful for them.  
 
  
~ Help break down overwhelming tasks into do-able steps. Then keep your 
teen accountable. 

•••• Once you know what he wants, ask if he needs any guidance with the 
planning. It’s time to figure out what’s involved and how to prioritize.  

•••• Help him break this huge process down into do-able steps so he feels 
clear about what actions to take.  

•••• Determine significant actions and dates and help him stay accountable to 
them.  

 
As your teen takes one step at a time, accomplishing each along the way, 
acknowledge his discipline and hard work.  
  
In the end, no matter what your teenager’s goals are during or after high school, 
what’s important is they have your support and respect. For most, this is their 
starting point of independence and the beginning of many future decisions they 
will face. Continue evolving just as he is. Be the parent who your teen wants to 
go to when it really matters.  
 
 

What we desire our children to become, we must endeavor to be before them.  
 

 Andrew Combe  (1797-1847), Scottish physiologist 
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